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Chapter Three: Isolates

NE-RÈ-`,
Refutation of Others’ Systems
Debate One

B-F…C-P-_‰, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-úÈC-R-NE-^…P-mT-UIU-^…P-P, UWP-I…N-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R]ÃUWÍP-q-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, N‰]Ã-p…_, mT-R-Bc, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`. mÈN-NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-úÈC-R-NEM-NN-CE-Z…C ,mÈN-^…P-P-NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-úÈC-R-^…P-Rc-mT, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-úÈC-R-^…P-P, mÈN-^…P-Rc-mT-R]Ã-p…
_, NE-RÈ-U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, ^ÈN-R-CE-Z…C ,NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-úÈC-R-NE-CF…C-U- ,^…P-R]Ã-p…_, å
Cc-CI…c-R-U-u⁄T-P, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R]Ã-UWÍP-q-^…P-P, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-úÈC-R-^…P-Rc-mT-R_-M`, N‰-^…P-P,
NEÈc-RÈ-NE-CF…C-^…P-Rc-mT-R]Ã-p…_, åCc-Cc“U-R-U-u⁄T-P, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-úÈC R-^…P-P, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R
]Ã-UWÍP-q-^…P-Rc-mT-R_-M`, NEÈc-RÈ-N‰, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R]Ã-UWÍP-q-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, ˛-T_-]NÈN-P, N‰-GÈc
-FP, UWP-I…N-U-^…P-R_-M`, UWÍP-q-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, UWÍP-q-^…P-R_-M`, NÈPq‰N-Q÷c-R]Ã-TKCc-^ÈN-GÈc-Cc“U-WE-T]Ã-UWÍP-q-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R-GÈc-FP, mÈN
-l…-UWÍP-q-N‰, mÈN-l…-TKCc-^ÈN-GÈc-Cc“U-WE-T]Ã-UWÍP-q-^…P-R_-M`, mÈN-UWP-I…N-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
1.) In case some one says: If it is equally to be pervasive (equally pervasive to
be, has a mutual pervasion to be etc.) with the isolate of functioning phenomenon,
there is a pervasion that it is a definition.
Take the subject definiendum of able to perform a function- it follows it is that
(A)-because it is that (B). You accept that pervasion. If ‘reason not established’:
Take that subject- it follows it is that- because it is different from the isolate of
functioning phenomenon as well as, if it is it there is a pervasion that it is the isolate
of functioning phenomenon and if it is the isolate of functioning phenomenon there is
a pervasion that it is it. If ‘first reason not established’: Take that subject- it follows
it is that- because it exists as well as it isn’t one with isolate of functioning
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phenomenon. If ‘second reason not established’: It follows there is a pervasion that
if it is the definiendum of able to perform a function that it is the isolate of
functioning phenomenon- because if it is that there is a pervasion that it is one with
functioning phenomenon. If ‘third reason not established’: It follows there is a
pervasion that if it is the isolate of functioning phenomenon that it is the definiendum
of able to perform a function – because functioning phenomenon is the definiendum
of able to perform a function. If root is accepted: Take that subject – it follows it is
not a definition – because it is a definiendum. If ‘reason not established’: Take that
subject- it follows it is a definiendum – because it is the definiendum of complete
three features of imputedly existent of able to perform a function. If ‘reason not
established’: Take the subject able to perform a function – it follows its definiendum
is the definiendum of it’s complete three features of imputedly existent – because it is
a definition.

Debate Two

B-F…C-P-_‰, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-úÈC-R-NE-^…P-mT-UIU-^…P-P, UWÍP-q-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R]Ã-TK
Cc-^ÈN-GÈc-Cc“U-WE-T-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, N‰]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-úÈC-R-NE-^…P-m
T-UIU-^…P-R_-M`, mÈN-NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-úÈC-R-NE-M-NN-CE-Z…C, mÈN-^…P-P, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-úÈC-R-^…P-Rc-mT
, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-úÈC-R-^…P-P, mÈN-^…P-Rc-mT-R]Ã-p…_, NE-RÈ-U-u⁄T-P, ±„T-q‰N-CÈE-NE-_…Cc-]u‰, CI…cR-U-u⁄T-P, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R-GÈc-FP, mÈN-l…-TKCc-^ÈN-GÈc-Cc“U-WE-T-^…P-P, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-úÈC-R-^…P-Rc
-mT-R_-M`, NEÈc-RÈ-mÈN-l…-TKCc-^ÈN-GÈc-Cc“U-WE-T-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, Cc“U-R-U-u⁄T-P, NEÈc-RÈ-GÈc
-FP, mÈN-l…-úÈC-R-^…P-P, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R]Ã-TKCc-^ÈN-GÈc-Cc“U-WE-T-^…P-Rc-mT-R_-M`, mÈN-l…úÈC-R-^…P-P, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R]Ã-UWÍP-q-^…P-Rc-mT-R]Ã-p…_, ˛-T_-]NÈN-P, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R]Ã-TKCc^ÈN-GÈc-Cc“U-WE-T-GÈc-FP, UWÍP-q-U-^…P-R_-M`, UWP-I…N-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_M`, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R]Ã-UWÍP-q]Ã-UWP-I…N-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R-GÈc-FP, mÈN-l…-TKCc^ÈN-GÈc-Cc“U-WE-T, mÈN-l…-UWÍP-q]Ã-UWP-I…N-^…P-R_-M`, mÈN-UWP-I…N-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
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2.) In case some one says: If it is equally to be pervasive (equally pervasive to
be, has a mutual pervasion to be etc.) with the isolate of functioning phenomenon,
there is a pervasion that it is a definiendum.
Take the subject complete three features of imputedly existent of able to
perform a function - It follows it is that (A)-because it is that (B). If ‘reason not
established’: Take that subject- it follows it is equally to be pervasive (equally
pervasive to be, has a mutual pervasion to be etc.) with the isolate of functioning
phenomenon – because it is different from the isolate of functioning phenomenon as
well as if it is it there is a pervasion that it is the isolate of functioning phenomenon
and if it is the isolate of functioning phenomenon there is a pervasion that it is it. If
‘first reason not established’: Same as above; If ‘second reason not established’:
Take the subject able to perform a function– It follows that if it is it’s complete three
features of imputedly existent there is a pervasion that it is the isolate of functioning
phenomenon – because functioning phenomenon is it’s complete three features of
imputedly existent. If ‘third reason not established’: Take the subject functioning
phenomenon – it follows if it is it’s isolate there is a pervasion that it is the complete
three features of imputedly existent of able to perform a function– because if it is it’s
isolate there is a pervasion that it is the definiendum of able to perform a function. If
root is accepted: Take the subject complete three features of imputedly existent of
able to perform a function – it follows it isn’t a definiendum – because it is a
definition. If ‘reason not established’: Take that subject- it follows it is that- because
it is the definition of the definiendum of able to perform a function. If ‘reason not
established’: Take the subject able to perform a function – it follows its complete
three features of imputedly existent is the definition of its definiendum – because it is
a definition.
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Debate Three

B-F…C-P-_‰, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R]Ã-úÈC-R-NE-^…P-mT-UIU-^…P-P, UWP-I…N-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-U
WP-I…N-GÈc- FP, N‰_-M`, N‰]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R]Ã-úÈC-R-NE-M-NNCE-Z…C-mÈN-^…P-P, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R]Ã-úÈC-R-^…P-Rc-mT, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R]Ã-úÈC-R-^…P-Rc-mT, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷
c-R]Ã-úÈC-R-^…P-P, mÈN-^…P-Rc-mT-R]Ã- p…_, NE-RÈ-Ü, CI…c-R-U-u⁄T-P, NEÈc-RÈ-GÈc-FP-mÈN-l…-UW
P-I…N-^…P-P, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R]Ã-úÈC-R-^…P-Rc-mT-R_-M`, mÈN-NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R]Ã-UWÍP-q-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, C
c“U-R-U-u⁄T-P, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R-GÈc-FP, mÈN-l…-úÈC-R-^…P-P, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-UWP-I…N-^…P-Rc-mT-R_-M`,
mÈN-NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-UWP-I…N-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, ˛-T_-]NÈN-P, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-UWP-I…N-GÈc-FP,UWP-I…N-U-^…P-R
_-M`, UWÍP-q-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-íc-^ÈN-GÈc-Cc“U-WE-T]Ã-UWÍ
P-q ,^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, NEÈc-RÈ-GÈc-FP, mÈN-l…-UWP-I…N-N‰, mÈN-l…-íc-^ÈN-GÈc-Cc“U-WE-T
]Ã-UWÍP-q-^…P-R_-M`, mÈN-TKCc-^ÈN-GÈc-Cc“U-WE-T-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`
. UWÍP-q-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, mT-§‰, TKCc-^ÈN-GÈc-Cc“U-WE-T-UWÍP-q]Ã-UWP-I…N, íc-^ÈN-GÈc-Cc“
U-WE-T-UWP-I…N-l…-UWP-I…N-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
3.) In case some one says: If it is equally to be pervasive (equally pervasive to
be, has a mutual pervasion to be etc.) with the isolate of able to perform a function
there is a pervasion that it is a definition.
Take the subject definition of functioning phenomenon - It follows it is that
(A)-because it is that (B). If ‘reason not established’: Take that subject- it follows it
is that – because it is different from the isolate of able to perform a function as well as
if it is it there is a pervasion that it is the isolate of able to perform a function and if it
is the isolate of able to perform a function there is a pervasion that it is it. First one is
easy. If ‘second reason not established’: Take the subject functioning phenomenon –
it follows that if it is it’s definition that there is a pervasion that it is the isolate of able
to perform a function – because it is the definiendum of able to perform a function. If
‘third reason not established’: Take the subject able to perform a function – it
follows if it is it’s isolate that there is a pervasion that it is the definition of
functioning phenomenon – because it is the definition of functioning phenomenon. If
root is accepted: Take the subject definition of functioning phenomenon - It follows it
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isn’t a definition - because it is a definiendum. If ‘reason not established’: Take that
subject - it follows it is that - because it is the definiendum of the complete three
features of imputedly existent of functioning phenomenon. If ‘reason not
established’: Take the subject functioning phenomenon – it follows that it’s definition
is the definiendum of it’s complete three features of imputedly existent – because it is
the complete three features of imputedly existent. If ‘reason not established’: Take
that subject- it follows it is that- because it is a definiendum. There is a pervasion
because complete three features of imputedly existent is the definition of
definiendum; complete three features of a substantially existent is the definition of
definition.

Debate Four

B-F…C-P-_‰, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R]Ã-úÈC-R-NE-^…P-mT-UIU-^…P-P, UWÍP-q-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, NEÈc-RÈ]Ãíc-^ÈN-GÈc-Cc“U-WE-T-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, N‰]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R]Ã-úÈC
-R-NE-M-NN-CE-Z…C ,mÈN-^…P-P, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R]Ã-úÈC-R-^…P-Rc-mT, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R]Ã-úÈC-R-^…P-P, mÈ
N-^…P-Rc-mT-R]Ã-p…_, NE-RÈ-Ü, CI…c-R-U-u⁄T-P, NEÈc-RÈ-GÈc-FP, mÈN-l…-íc-^ÈN-GÈc-Cc“U-WE-T-^…
P-P, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R]Ã-úÈC-R-^…P-Rc-mT-R_-M`, mÈN-NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R]Ã-TKCc-^ÈN-GÈc-Cc“U-WE-T-^…PR]Ã-p…_, Cc“U-R-U-u⁄T-P, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R-GÈc-FP, mÈN-l…-úÈC-R- ^…P-P, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-íc-^ÈN-GÈc-C
c“U-WE-T-^…P-Rc-mT-R_-M`, mÈN-NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-íc-^ÈN-GÈc-Cc“U-WE-T-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,˛-T_-]NÈN-P,
N‰-GÈc-FP, UWÍP-q-U-^…P-R_-M`, UWP-I…N-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, NEÈc-RÈ]ÃUWP-I…N-l…-UWP-I…N-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, NEÈc-RÈ-GÈc-FP, mÈN-l…-íc-^ÈN-GÈc-Cc“U-WE-T-N‰, mÈ
N-l…-UWP-I…N-l…-UWP-I…N-^…P-R_-M`, mÈN-TKCc-^ÈN-GÈc-Cc“U-WE-T-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
4.) In case some one says: If it is equally to be pervasive (equally pervasive to
be, has a mutual pervasion to be etc.) with the isolate of able to perform a function
there is a pervasion that it is a definiendum.
Take the subject complete three features of a substantially existent of
functioning phenomenon - It follows it is that (A)-because it is that (B). If ‘reason not
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established’: Take that subject- it follows it is that – because it is different from the
isolate of able to perform a function as well as if it is it there is a pervasion that it is
the isolate of able to perform a function and if it is the isolate of able to perform a
function there is a pervasion that it is it. First is easy. If ‘ second reason not
established’: Take the subject functioning phenomenon – it follows that if it is it’s
complete three features of a substantially existent there is a pervasion that it is the
isolate of able to perform a function –because it is the complete three features of
imputedly existent of able to perform a function. If ‘third reason not established’:
Take the subject able to perform a function - it follows that if it is it’s isolate there is a
pervasion that it is the complete three features of a substantially existent of
functioning phenomenon - because it is the complete three features of a substantially
existent of functioning phenomenon. If root is accepted: Take that subject – it isn’t a
definiendum – because it is a definition. If ‘reason not established’: Take that
subject- it follows it is that – because it is the definition of definition of functioning
phenomenon. If ‘reason not established’: Take the subject functioning phenomenon it follows that it’s complete three features of a substantially existent is the definition
of it’s definition – because it is the complete three features of imputedly existent.

Debate Five

B-F…C-P-_‰, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-úÈC-R-NE-^…P-mT-UIU-^…P-P, åC-R-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, NEÈc-RÈ-NE-CF…C-LfinŸ_-R]Ã-NEÈc-RÈ-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, N‰]Ã-p…_, mT-R-Bc, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, mÈN-NEÈc-RÈ]ÃúÈC-R-NE-M-NN, mÈN-^…P-P, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-úÈC-R-^…P-Rc-mT, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-úÈC-R-^…P-P, mÈN-^…P-Rc-mT-R
]Ã-p…_, NE-RÈ-NE-, CI…c-R-Ü, Cc“U-R-U-u⁄T-P. NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-úÈC-R-^…P-P, NEÈc-RÈ-NE-CF…C-Lfi-nŸ_-R]Ã
-NEÈc-RÈ-^…P-Rc-mT-R_-M`, N‰-^…P-P-NEÈc-RÈ-NE-CF…C-^…P-Rc-mT-R-CE-Z…C ,NEÈc-RÈ-NE-CF…C-^…PP-NEÈc-RÈ-^…P-Rc-mT-R]Ã-p…_, ˛-T_-]NÈN-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, åC-R-U-^…P-R_-M`, U…-åC-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…
_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, ]Oÿc-qc-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
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5.) In case some one says: If it is equally to be pervasive (equally pervasive to
be, has a mutual pervasion to be etc.) with the isolate of functioning phenomenon,
there is a pervasion that it is permanent.
Take the subject functioning phenomenon which becomes one with
functioning phenomenon. It follows it is that (A)-because it is that (B). If ‘reason not
established’: Take that subject - it follows it is that – because it is different from the
isolate of functioning phenomenon as well as, if it is it there is a pervasion that it is
the isolate of functioning phenomenon and if it is the isolate of functioning
phenomenon there is a pervasion that it is it. First and second are easy. If ‘third
reason not established’: If it is the isolate of functioning phenomenon there is a
pervasion that it is functioning phenomenon which becomes one with functioning
phenomenon – because if it is it there is a pervasion that it is one with functioning
phenomenon as well as if it is one with functioning phenomenon there is a pervasion
that it is functioning phenomenon. If root is accepted: Take that subject – it follows
that it isn’t permanent – because it is impermanent. If ‘reason not established’: Take
that subject- it follows it is that – because it is compounded.

Debate Six

B-F…C-P-_‰, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-CZ…-úÈC-^…P-P, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-úÈC-R-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, ±-GÈc-FP, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-úÈC
-R-^…P-R_-M`, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-CZ…-úÈC-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,mT-R-Bc, U-u⁄T-P, ±-GÈc-FP, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-CZ…-úÈC^…P-R_-M`, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-UWP-CZ…-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, ˛-T_- ]NÈN-P, ±-GÈc-FP, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-úÈC-R-U-^…P-R_M`, NEÈc-RÈ-NE-M-NN-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
6.) In case some one says: If it is the base isolate of functioning phenomenon
there is a pervasion that it is the isolate of functioning phenomenon.
Take the subject sound - It follows it is the isolate of functioning phenomenon
- because it is the base isolate of functioning phenomenon. You accept the pervasion.
If ‘reason not established’: Take the subject sound - It follows it is the base isolate of
functioning phenomenon - because it is an example of functioning phenomenon. If
root is accepted: Take the subject sound - It follows it isn’t the isolate of functioning
phenomenon - because it is different from functioning phenomenon.
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Debate Seven

B-F…C-P-_‰, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-NÈP-úÈC-^…P-P, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-úÈC-R-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R-GÈc-FP, NEÈ
c-RÈ]Ã-úÈC-R-^…P-R_-M`, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-NÈP-úÈC-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, mT-R-Bc, U-u⁄T-P, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R-GÈc-FP,
NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-NÈP-úÈC-^…P-R_-M`, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-UWP-I…N-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, ˛-T_-]NÈN-P, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R-GÈc-FP,
NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-úÈC-R-U-^…P-R_-M`, NEÈc-RÈ-NE-CF…C-U-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
7.) In case some one says: If it is the meaning isolate of functioning
phenomenon there is a pervasion that it is the isolate of functioning phenomenon.
Take the subject able to perform a function - it follows that it is the isolate of
functioning phenomenon - because it is the meaning isolate of functioning
phenomenon. You accept the pervasion. If ‘reason not established’: Take the subject
able to perform a function - it follows that it is the meaning isolate of functioning
phenomenon - because it is the definition of functioning phenomenon. If root is
accepted: Take the subject able to perform a function - it follows that it isn’t the
isolate of functioning phenomenon - because it isn’t one with functioning
phenomenon.

Debate Eight

B-F…C-P-_‰, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-≠…-úÈC-^…P-P, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-CZ…-úÈC-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, NEÈc-RÈ-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`,
N‰]Ã-p…_, Uu⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-_E-úÈC-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, mT-§‰, N‰-CI…c-NÈP-CF…C-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, ˛-T
_-]NÈN-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-CZ…-úÈC-U-^…P-R_-M`, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-UWP-CZ…-U-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P,
NEÈc-RÈ-GÈc-FP, mÈN-mÈN-l…-UWP-CZ…-U-^…P-R_-M`, mÈN-WN-Uc-E‰c-Pc, NEÈc-RÈ-WN-Uc-U-E‰c-RU…-~…N-R]Ã-p…_,
8.) In case some one says: If it is the generality isolate of functioning
phenomenon there is a pervasion that it is the base isolate of functioning
phenomenon.
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Take the subject functioning phenomenon - It follows it is that (A)-because it
is that (B). If ‘reason not established’: Take that subject- it follows it is that –
because it is the self-isolate of functioning phenomenon. There is a pervasion
because:

Those two are synonymous. If root is accepted: Take that subject- it

follows it isn’t the base isolate of functioning phenomenon – because it isn’t an
example of functioning phenomenon. If ‘reason not established’: Take the subject
functioning phenomenon - it follows it isn’t it’s example – because having ascertained
it, it is impossible to not have ascertained functioning phenomenon.

Debate Nine

B-F…C P-_‰, T“U-R-NE-CF…C-Lfi-nŸ_-R]Ã-T“U-R-N‰, T“U-R]Ã-úÈC-R-^…P-\‰_-P, T“U-R-NE-CF…C-Lfi-nŸ_-R]ÃT“U-R-GÈc-FP, T“U-R]Ã-úÈC-R-U-^…P-R_-M`, T“U-R-NE-CF…C-U-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, T“U-R-NE-C
F…C-Lfi-nŸ_-R]Ã-T“U-R-GÈc-FP, T“U-R-NE-CF…C-U-^…P-R_-M`, T“U-R-NE-M-NN-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-mT-\‰_P, T“U-R-GÈc-FP, mÈN-NE-M-NN-^…P-P, mÈN-NE-CF…C-U-^…P-Rc-mT-R_-M`, mÈN-CE-\C-C…-TNC-U‰N^…P-R]Ã-p…_, CÈE-C…-U-mT-]WUc-`, åCc-U-u⁄T-\‰_-P, T“U-R-NE-CF…C-Lfi-nŸ_-R]Ã-T“U-R-T“U-R-NE
-M-NN-^…P-R_-M`, T“U-R-NE-CF…C-Lfi-nŸ_-R]Ã-T“U-R-T“U-R-NE-M-NN-Oÿ-nŸ_-R]Ã-T“U-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
9.) In case some one says: Vase which becomes one with vase is the isolate of
vase.
Take the subject vase which becomes one with vase - it follows it isn’t the
isolate of vase - because it isn’t one with vase. If ‘reason not established’: Take the
subject vase which becomes one with vase - it follows it isn’t one with vase – because
it is different from vase. If: “No pervasion”: Take the subject vase - it follows if it is
different from it there is a pervasion that it is not one with it – because it is the
selflessness of person. If above the reply is “Reason not established” (instead of “No
pervasion”): it follows that vase which becomes one with vase is different from vase –
because vase which becomes one with vase is vase which becomes different from
vase.
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Debate Ten

^E-B-F…C-P-_‰, T“U-R-NE-CF…C-N‰, T“U-R]Ã-úÈC-R-^…P-\‰_-P, T“U-R-NE-CF…C-GÈc-FP, T“U-R]Ã-úÈC-RU-^…P-R_-M`, T“U-R-NE-CF…C-U-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, T“U-R-NE-CF…C-GÈc-FP, T“U-R-NE-CF…C-U^…P-R_-M`,T“U-R-NE-M-NN-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, T“U-R-NE-CF…C-GÈc-FP, T“U-R-NE-M-NN-^…P-R_-M
`, åC-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, T“U-R-GÈc-FP, mÈN-NE-CF…C-åC-R-^…P-R_-M`, mÈN-CZ…-u⁄T-R]Ã-p…_
,
10.) In case some one says :One with vase is the isolate of vase.
Take the subject one with vase - it follows it isn’t the isolate of vase - because it isn’t
one with vase. If ‘reason not established’: Take the subject one with vase - it follows
it isn’t one with vase - because it is different from vase. If ‘reason not established’:
Take the subject one with vase - it follows it is different from vase – because it is
permanent. . If ‘reason not established’: Take the subject vase - it follows that it’s
one with it is permanent – because it is an established base.

Debate Eleven

B-F…C-P-_‰, T“U-R]Ã-úÈC-R-N‰, T“U-R]Ã-úÈC R-^…P-\‰_-P, T“U-R]Ã-úÈC-R-GÈc-FP, T“U-R]Ã-úÈC-R-U-^…PR_-M`, T“U-R-U-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, T“U-R]Ã-úÈC-R-GÈc-FP, T“U-R-U-^…P-R_-M`, åC-R-^…P-R]Ãp…_, U-u⁄T-P, T“U-R-GÈc-FP, mÈN-l…-úÈC-R-åC-R-^…P-R_-M`, mÈN-CZ…-u⁄T-R]Ã-p…_,
11.) In case some one says: Isolate of vase is the isolate of vase.
Take the subject isolate of vase - it follows it isn’t the isolate of vase - because it isn’t
vase. If ‘reason not established’: Take the subject isolate of vase - it follows it isn’t
vase - because it is permanent. Take the subject vase - it follows that it’s isolate is
permanent – because it is an established base.
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Debate Twelve

B-F…C-P-_‰, T“U-R-U-^…P-R-`c-úÈC-P, T“U-R]Ã-úÈC-R-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, Cc‰_-T“U-\Ec-T“U-CI…cGÈc-FP, T“U-R]Ã-úÈC-R-^…P-R_-M`, T“U-R-U-^…P-R-`c-úÈC-R]Ã-p…_, N‰_-M`, T“U-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
˛-T_-]NÈN-P, Cc‰_-T“U-\Ec-T“U-CI…c-GÈc-FP, T“U-R]Ã-úÈC-R-U-^…P-R_-M`, T“U-R-NE-M-NN-`cU…-úÈC-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-N‰_-M`, N‰-T“U-R-NE-M-NN-^…P-R]Ã-p…_-K‰, N‰-NE-]C`-T-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
12.) In case some one says: If it is reversed (isolated) from non- vase there is a
pervasion that it is the isolate of vase.
Take the subject golden vase and copper vase - it follows it is the isolate of
vase – because it is reversed (isolated) from non- vase. It follows they are that –
because they are vase. If root is accepted: Take the subject golden vase and copper
vase - it follows they aren’t the isolate of vase – because they aren’t reversed
(isolated) from different from vase. If ‘reason not established’: It follows they are
that- because they are different from vase – because they are mutual exclusive from
vase.

Debate Thirteen

B-F…C-P-_‰, T“U-R-NE-M-NN-`c-úÈC-P-T“U-R]Ã-úÈC-R-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, _…-TÈE-¿-GÈc-FP, T“U-R]Ã-úÈ
C-R-^…P-R_-M`, T“U-R-NE-M-NN-`c-úÈC-R]Ã-p…_, mT-R-Bc, U-u⁄T-P, _…-TÈE-¿-GÈc-FP, T“U-R-NE-M
-NN-`c-úÈC-R_-M`, T“U-R-NE-M-NN-U-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, _…-TÈE-¿-GÈc-FP, T“U-R-NE-M-NN-U^…P-R_-M`, T“U-R-NE-M-U…-NN-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, _…-TÈE-¿-GÈc-FP, T“U-R-NE-M-U…-NN-^…P-R_-M
`, U‰N-E‰c-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, ˛-T_-]NÈN-P, _…-TÈE-¿-GÈc-FP, T“U-R]Ã-úÈC-R-U-^…P-R_-M`, T“U-R-NECF…C-U-^…P-R-`c-U…-úÈC-R]Ã-p…_, N‰-N‰_-M`, N‰-T“U-R-NE-CF…C-U-^…P-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_-K‰, N‰-T“U-R-N
E-CF…C-U-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, N‰_-M`, N‰-U‰N-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
13.) In case some one say: If it is reversed (isolated) from different from vase
there is a pervasion that it is the isolate of vase.
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Take the subject horns of a rabbit - it follows it is the isolate of vase – because
it is reversed (isolated) from different from vase. If ‘reason not established’: Take the
subject horns of a rabbit - it follows it is reversed (isolated) from different from vase –
because it isn’t different from vase. If ‘reason not established’: Take the subject
horns of a rabbit - it follows it isn’t different from vase - because it is non-different
from vase. If ‘reason not established’: Take the subject horns of a rabbit - it follows it
is non-different from vase – because it is a definite non-existent. If root is accepted:
Take the subject horns of a rabbit - it follows it isn’t the isolate of vase – because it is
not reversed (isolated) from not one with vase – It follows it isn’t that – because it
isn’t one with vase – because it isn’t one with vase – because it is a non-existent.
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CI…c-R-_E-`“Cc-`,
One’s Own System: Definitions & Divisions

T“U-R]Ã-úÈC-R-TZC-Oÿ-^ÈN-N‰, T“U-R-N‰-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, T“U-R]Ã-úÈC-R-NE-, T“U-R-NE-CF…C CI…c-^…PmT-UIU-^…P, CZ…-u⁄T-P, mÈN-mÈN-l…-úÈC-R-^…P-Rc-mT-R-^…P-K‰, CZ…-u⁄T-P, mÈN-mÈN-NE-CF…C-^…
P-Rc-mT-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, CZ…-u⁄T-P, mÈN-mÈN-NE-CF…C-^…P-Rc-mT-R_-M`, CZ…-u⁄T-P, mÈN-mÈNNE-M-NN-U-^…P-Rc-mT-R]Ã-p…_,
The isolate of vase can be posited because vase is it 1. The isolate of vase is equally
pervasive to be with one with vase2 . If it is an established base there is a pervasion
that it is it’s isolate – because if it is an established base there is a pervasion that it is
one with it self. If ‘reason not established’: It follows that if it is an established base
there is a pervasion that it is one with it self – because if it is an established base there
is a pervasion that it isn’t different from itself.

Cc“U-R-˛ÈN-ßÈE-`,
Eliminating Objections
Objection One:

B-F…C-NEÈc-RÈ-NE-NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R-CF…C-^…P-R_-M`, N‰-CI…c-NÈP-CF…C-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, \‰_-P-U-mT-§‰, N
EÈc-RÈ-NE-NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R-M-NN-^…P-R]Ã-p…_-K‰, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R-WN-Uc-E‰c-`, NEÈc-RÈ-WN-Uc-U-E‰c-R-^È
N-R]Ã-p…_-K‰, NEÈc-RÈ-WN-Uc-E‰c-R-`, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R-WN-Uc-E‰c-R-¢ÈP-Oÿ-]uÈ-NCÈc-R]Ã-p…_,
1

Visualise a vase – imagine light rays emanate, eliminating everything which is different from vase –
the light rays reabsorb into the vase that is left, which is the isolate of vase.
2

Isolate of vase is equally to be pervasive with four objects: one with vase, the definiendum of that
which is flat bottomed, bulbous and able to perform the function of carrying water, the complete three
features of imputedly existent of that which is flat bottomed, bulbous and able to perform the function
of carrying water and vase which becomes one with vase. The first three are permanent and the fourth
is impermanent. Within those four we have one definiendum and one definition. In the same way we
have four objects which are equally to be pervasive with the isolate of that which is flat bottomed,
bulbous and able to perform the function of carrying water: one with that which is flat bottomed,
bulbous and able to perform the function of carrying water, the definition of vase, the complete three
features of substantially existent of vase and that which is flat bottomed, bulbous and able to perform
the function of carrying water which becomes one with that which is flat bottomed, bulbous and able to
perform the function of carrying water. The first three are permanent and the fourth is impermanent.
Within those four we have one definiendum and one definition.
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1 )In case some one says: Functioning phenomenon and able to perform a
function are one because they are synonymous.
There is no pervasion because: Functioning phenomenon and able to perform
a function are different because –able to perform a function can be ascertained by a
valid cogniser without functioning phenomenon being ascertaining because – the
ascertaining by a valid cogniser of functioning phenomenon has to be preceded by a
valid cogniser ascertaining able to perform a function.

Objection Two:

^E-B-F…C-NEÈc-RÈ, U…-åC-R, qc-R, ]Oÿc-qc-éUc-U…E-C…-éU-uEc-VU-`c-CF…C-^…P-F…E, N‰-TZ…POÿ-a‰c-q-^ÈN-R, CZ…-u⁄T, CZ`-q-éUc-lE-CF…C-^…P-K‰, NR‰_-P, UIU-U‰N-\c-CVE-~c-RÈ, AÿP-U
m‰P-I…-U]Ã-CI‰P, AÿP-Um‰P-T“-_U-a…E-R-éUc-TZ…P-PÈ, \‰_-P, N‰-U…-]MN-N‰, \c-CVE-~c-RÈ-NE-, I…-U
]Ã-CI‰P, T“-_U-a…E-R-éUc-M-NN-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰_-M`, \c-CVE-~c-RÈ-Z‰c-R]Ã-±-CZ…-CE`-]H“C-WN-Uc-E‰c-lE-, I…-U]Ã-CI‰P-NE-, T“-_U-a…E-R-Z‰c-R]Ã-±-CZ…-CE-`-]H“C-WN-Uc-U-E‰c-R~…N-R]Ã-p…_-_È, N‰c-P-\c-CKE-~c-RÈ, I…-U]Ã-CI‰P, T“-_U-a…E-R-Z‰c-R]Ã-±-]H“C-R]Ã-]H“C-CZ…-CF…
C-^…P-lE-, N‰-NC-CF…C-U-^…P-K‰, CF…C-^…P-P-±-NÈP-CI…c-@-Pc-CF…C-^…P- NCÈc-R]Ã-p…_,
2) In case some one says: Functioning phenomenon, impermanence,
produced, compounded are just different words for the same thing. In the same vein
objects of knowledge, existent, established base, objects of comprehension are also
one. For example just like in the verse:

Unequalled son of ‘Se-tsang’
Omniscient mind kinsman of the sun
Omniscient mind descendent from sugar cane

That is not accurate (my dear), because son of ‘Se-tsang’, kinsman of the sun and
descendent from sugar cane are different. If ‘reason not established’: It follows it is
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like that – because it is possible for the sound base which is engaged by the words son
of ‘Se-tsang’ to be ascertained by a valid cogniser without the sound bases which are
engaged by the words, kinsman of the sun and descendent from sugar cane, to be
ascertained by a valid cogniser. Then: Even thought the sound bases which are
engaged by the words son of ‘Se-tsang’, kinsman of the sun and descendent from
sugar cane are one, they don’t have to be one because: if it is one it has to be one from
both the point of view of sound and meaning.

This is a translation I did for the Tara Institute debating class. I have tried to reflect
the unique Tibetan debate format in English.
© Tenzin Dongak
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